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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Over the last few years the artificial neural networks

have invoked wide intrest of the scientific community.

Artificial neural networks as the name suggests, are

inspired by the human nervous system.Modern computers

and algorithmic computations are very good for well

defined tasks.Biological brain, on the other hand,

easily solve speech and vision problems under a wide

range of conditions and also have ability to refine

their responses. These features, which have not been

incorporated satisfactorily in digital computers, prom-

pted the scientists to study biological nervous system

to design computational systems with brain like capabil-

ities.

Neural networks consist of large number of highly

interconnected elements termed as "neurons", which func-

tion to some extent 1like biological neurons. Modern

analog and digital integrated circuit technology is



offering potential for implementing massively parallel

networks of simple processing elements. Neurocomputing

will enable us to take the advantage of these advances

in VLSI by producing computational models necessary to

program and coordinate the behaviour of thousands of

processing elements. Artificial neural networks will

influence every aspect of technology in the days to

come .

Agriculture, the backbone of our economy, cannot

be kept isolated from these developments.Especially in

the new economic environment which demands best quality

at competetive prices. Therefore, to be successful, the

farmer must be efficient and thus optimize the utiliza-

tion of the available resources and refine his decision

taking process. Any attempt to bring the latest technol-

ogy in this field will be highly welcome.Again,artifi-

cial neural networks are very suitable for dynamic

systems which involve a high degree of uncertainty,

analogous to the environment in which our farming com-

munity operates.All these factors make Artificial neural

networks attractive for their application to the farm

planning.



1.2 Review Of Literature

1.2.1 Development of Neural Networks:

Warren Mcculloch and Walter Pitts designed what are

generally regarded as the first neural networks (Mccul-

loch & Pitts,1943).These researchers recognised that

combining many simple neurons into neural systems was

the source of increased computational power.The neurons

can be arranged into a net to produce any output that

can be represented as a combination of logic functions.

Mcculloch and Pitts neurons are used most widely as

logic circuits(Anderson & Rosenfield, 1988).

Donald Hebb, a psychologist at Mcgill uni-

versity, designed the first learning law for artificial

neural networks (Hebb, 1949). His premise was that if

two neurons were active simultaneously, then the

strength of connection between them should be increased.

Refinements were subsequently made to this rather

general statement to allow computer simulations (Roches-

ter et al., 1956). Together with several other re-

searchers (Block, 1962; Minsky & Papert, 1988), Frank

Rosenblatt introduced and developed a large class of

artificial neural networks called perceptron. The per-



ceptron learning rule used an iterative weight adjust-

ment that is more powerful than Hebb rule. In 1960

Bernard widrow developed 1learning rule for a single

layer network, called Adaline, which is a precursor of

back propagation rule for multilayer nets (Widrow & Hoff,

1960) . The 1970s were quite years for neural networks

development .However, the work was being carried mostly

related to associative memory neural nets(Kohonen,1972;

Anderson, 1968, 1972). Among the areas of applications

of these nets are medical diagnosis and learning multi-

plication tables. Also works of Stephen Grossberg and

Carpenter 1led to the development of theory of self

organising mneural networks called adaptive resonance

theory (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1976, 1985, 1987, 1990).

The 1980s saw the renewed enthusiasm in neural networks.

The quiet years of 1970s were mainly due to lack of a

general method for the training of multilayer networks.A

method for propagating information about the errors at

the output units back to hidden units has been discov-

ered in the previous decade (Werbos, 1974), but had not

gained wide publicity. The method was also discovered

independently by David Parker (1985) and by Lecun (1986)

before it became widely known.Another key player in the

increased visibility of and respect for neural networks

is Nobel prize winner John Hopfield of California Insti-



tute of Technology. Together with David Tank, Hofield

has developed a numberof neural networks based on fixed

weights and adaptive activations (Hopfield, 1982, 1984;

Hopfield and Tank 1985, 1986, 1987). Kunihiko Fukushima

and his colleagues at N.H.K laboratories in Tokyo have

developed a series of specialised neural networks for

character recognition. (Fukushima et al., 1983, 1988). A

number of researchers have been involved in the develop-

ment of non deterministic neural nets,that is,nets in

which weights and activations are changed on the basis

of a probability density function(Vecchi et al., 1983;

Geman, 1984; Hinton et al., 1985; Szu et al., 1987).

Another reason for the renewed interest in

the neural nets is availbility of improved computational

capability. Optical neural nets (Farhat et al., 1985)

and VLSI implementation (Sivilatti et al., 1987) are

being developed.Severél digital neurocomputers are also

developed (Hecht-Nielson, 1990).

1.2.2 Neural Networks For Optimization:

Hopfield gave a model for a large network of neurons with

graded response which was shown to have collective

properties in very close correspondence to Mcculloch-
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Pitts neurons (Hopfield, 1984). A neural network for a

difficult but well defined problem the travelling sales-

man problem was presented by Hopfield and Tank (Hopfield

& Tank, 1985) based upon Hopfields continous network.

The further applications of this network to several

problems ,which can be expressed as optimization prob-

lems are illustrated by Hopfield and Tank (Hopfield &

Tank, 1985). However, earlier Boltzmann machine, a

binary neural network, was used earlier to solve trav-

elling salesman problem(Hinton et al., 1983; Aarts et

al., 1989). But this problem was found to be difficult

for these type of networks. Two variants of Hopfield

model (wilson et al., Szu, 1988) were also applied to the

optimization problems. A general framework that includes

the Boltzmann machine, Hopfield net and other neural

networks is known as Gaussian machine (Akiyama et al.,

1989) . Another network called Cauchy mahine, a modifica-

tion of Boltzmann machine, is based on adding more noise

to the net input to increase the likelihood of escaping

from a neighbourhood o©of a local minimum(Szu et al.,

POBT) .

1.2.3 Artificial neural networks in agriculture

In recent years there has been a spurt in the

applications of the neural networks and agriculture is



no exception.Most of the applications reported in the

agriculture involve forecasting, classification ox

identification and control.

Related to forecasting the findings reported

are on soil erosion forecasting (Cai, 1995), characteri-

zation of acquifer properties (Rizzo et al., 1994),

runoff hydrograph estimation(Wang et al., 1993), pre-

dicting flowering and physiological maturity of soya-

bean(Elizondo et al., 1994), modelling individual tree

moartality (Guan et al., 1991).

Classification and identification involved

crop classification (Foody et al., 1994), locating

melons (Engels et al., 1992), insect identification in

flight (Moore, 1991), inspection of produce (Dect et al.,

1992), recognition of chrysanthemum nodes (Davis et al.,

1991), classifiers for machine vision(Deck et al.,1991),

diagnosis of fruits using artificial neural networks

(Hashimoto et al., 1994).

The control appliications involving artifi-

cial neural networks are related



The control application involving arti-

ficial neural networks are realted mostly to agricultur-

al processing industry. Some of the reported applica-

tions are neural networks in dairy industry (Zhou et

al., 1994), system identification and intelligent con-

trol of plant growth in hydroponics (Morimoto, 1993)

simulated neural networks in machine vision research of

the control engineering group (Davis, 1989),analysis of

transcription control signals using artificial neural

networks (Nair et al., 1995).

1.2.4 Performance of artificial neural networks

The performance of artificial neural networks has

been compared with other available techniques in differ-

ent fields. Some of the studies are enumerated here.

The neural networks achieved better interclass

seperatability in the training data than discriminant

analysis (Yates et al., 1994). Neural nets performed

bette, than Bayesian classifiers for grading carrots

(Howarth, 1991). The results obtained from artificial

neural networks were in the close agreement with the

statistical model for the performance of skidder tires

in swamps (Tohmaz et al., 1995). The neural networks



applied for the test scenario in optimization involving

weapon to target assignment problem were found to pro-

duce best solution (Tagliarini et al., 1991).

In almost all the experiments the results

obtained from artificial neural networks were in close

agreement, if not better than the traditional tech-

niques.

1.3 The Objectives Of Investigation

The study of the artificial neural networks show that

they have the following prominent features.

1. Refinement of their responses

2. Ability to identify from the partial description of

the object.

3. High computational power.

4. The "decision" of a particular neuron is not as a

result of localized activity but is a joint decision

having influence of all the neurons.

5. BAre suitable for the dynamic systems involving

uncertainty.

6. Ability to handle non linear functions.

These are also the properties which must

also be incorporated in any decision support system



related to agriculture.

This is because the environment in which the

farming community operates is complicated, unpredictable

and requires ingenuity on the part of farmers to make

their venture successful. The artificial neural networks

look promising for this application.As has been seen

from the studies not much work has been done for the

application of artificial neural networks to the field

of the decision support systems in agriculture.This work

was undertaken as an attempt to bring the aritificial

neural networks to enhance the decision taking capabili-

ties in agriculture.

The objectives of this investigation is to make

use of artificial neural network for resource allocation

En farm planning.The resources can be physical,

financial or human.

The work consists of studying artificial neural

networks, design of neural network for the resource

allocation and its implementation on computer.

i o)



1.4 Organization Of Thesis

The study undertaken in this project has been

arranged in the following manner.

The introduction to neural networks is given

in chapter 2.

Design and Development of the model 1is

presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the software

implementation of the neural model.

The performance is evaluated in chapter 5.

The brief summary of the work done is given in chapter

6. Chapter 6 also includes the scope for the future

work,which can lead to the hardware implementation of

the model and develooment of the integrated model for

the decision support éystem for the crop management.

ik



CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO THE NEURAL NETWORKS

2:1 Introdiction

Artificial neural networks is an information pro-

cessing system that has certain performance character-

istics in common with the biological neural networks.

A biological neuron is shown in fig. 2.1 (a). A

biological neuron has three types of components that are

of particular interest in understanding an artificial

neural networks. These components are dendrites, soma,

axon. The dendrites receive signals from other neurons.

The signals are electrical impulses that are transmitted

across a synaptic gap by means of a chemical process.The

action of chemical transmitter modifies the incoming

signal. The soma or cell body, sums the incoming sig-

nals. When sufficient input is received, the cell fires

ie. it transmit its signal over its axon to other

cells The transmission of signal from a particular

neuron is accomplished by an action potential resulting

from the differential concentration of ions on the

12
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either side of the neuron's axon sheath.the ions most

directly involved are potassium, sodium and chloride.

An artificial neuron is shown in fig 2.1 (b)

is the electrical representation of biological neuron.

The signals received from the other neurons are multi-

plied by the adjustable weights. This is similiar to the

action of the synaptic gaps and hence the adjustable

weights correspond to the biological synapses. For the

purpose of analytical modelling it is often convenient

to allow a positive weight to represent an excitatory

connection and a negative weight to an inhibitory con-

nection. A weight of 2zero is used when no connection

between a pair of neuron is to be made. The input trans-

mitted to a neuron through these weights may come from

other neurons or from external sources. The weighted

inputs are accumulated and then passed to an activation

function which determines the neuron's response. Com-

monly a continously varying, sigmoidal activation func-

tion is used. The output of the model neuron ranges

between 0 and 1, that are analogous to a biological

neuron's minimum and maximum firing rates. When artifi-

cial neurons output is 0 the model neuron is said to be

"off", and when its output is 1 the neuron is said to be

on.

13



Several key features of processing elements of the

artificial neural networks are summed up below.

1 The processing elements receives many signals.

2. The processing elements sums the weighted inputs.

3. The incoming signals might be modified by the

weights.

4. Under appropriate circumstances (sufficient input),

the neurons transmit a single signal.

5. The output from a particular neuron may be input to

many other neurons.

6. Memory is distributed.

a. Long - term memory resides in the neuron weights.

b. Short term memory corresponds to the signals sent

by the neurons.

7. Weights may be modified by the experience.

8. The transmitted signals may be excitatory or inhibi-

tory.

14



9. Fault tolerance.

2.2 Neural Networks Application

The study of the neural networks is an extremely

inter disciplinary field, both in its development and

its application. A brief review of the some of the areas

in which the neural networks are currently being applied

suggests the breadth of their applicabilty.

2.2.1 Signal processing

There are many applications of the neural

networks in the general areas of signal processing.One

of the first commercial application was to suppress

noise on a telephone line.The neural networks are being

used for the noise suppression, data compression, speech

analysis and speech synthesis. Specific networks which

are available for these purposes are ADALINE, NETTALK,

PHONETIC TYPEWRITER etc.

2.2.2 Control

A large number of the control applications

ranging from the industrial process control to

controller for backing up trailer has been developed.

15



2,213 Recognition

Many interesting problems fall in the general area

of pattern recognition.Some of the important problems

that are addressed by the neural networks include hand

writing recognition,finger print recognition, image

recognition etc.

2.2.4 Medicine

The applications in medicine ranges from

developing diagnositic systems for various diseases to

simulating the parts of the human brain to aid medical

researchers.

2.2.5 Business

Neural networks are being applied for the

number of the applications in business. These applica-

tions cover some of the complex problems remarkably

well.They include predicting the behaviour of stock

market ,mortgage assessment etc.

16



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM

The problem addressed in this study is "Artificial

Neural Network Application To Resource Allocation in

Farm Planning".

The aim of any planning is to optimize the use of

the resources for maximum gains. The majority of the

resource allocation problems in the farm planning can be

expressed in the above stated form, which are currently

solved by the linear programming techniques.

Thus the problem has been viewed as that

of maximizing the returns, subject to the availability

of the resources. The objective function of the problem

becomes that of maximizing the profits while limits on

the resources become constraints. The resources can be

physical, financial or the human resources. Since in the

farm planning the most of the problems are bounded and

consistent these conditions have been assumed.

17



3.2 _Neural Networks for Optimization

Hopfield developed a continous neural network

model which was shown to have computational properties

similar to binary neurons. He applied it successfully to

several optimization problems like travelling salesman

problem, signal decision circuits etc. Earlier attempts

with discontinous neural model did not yield satisfatory

results. The success of the Hopfields network for these

problems was due to the fact that it seeks minima for

the energy function of the network. Optimization, in one

way or the other, try to minimize or maximize a particu-

lar quantity or a function. As such these problems can

be reduced to give objective functions resembling enegy

functions of the Hopfield net. Once that is formulated

the solution to the problem is guaranted. Therefore all

the optimization problems are solved using Hopfield

model. The same will be used for this work.

3.3 Hopfield Continuous Neural Model

Neural networks for optimization are fixed

weight networks and are derived from Hopfield's

continous network model. Discussed below is the theory

behind the Hopfield's continous model.

18



Let

V; -> output variable of neuron.

V; has range (o, 20"

and also V; be a continous and monotonically increasing

function of the instantaneous input ,U to neuron i.i/

The typical input output relationship(G;(U;)) is a

sigmoid with asymptotes tending to 0 and 1 as shown in

Eligr 2630

For exhibiting action potentials, U could be thoughti:

as the mean soma potential of a neuron from total effect

of its excitatory and inhibitory inputs. V; can be

viewed as a short term average of the firing rate of

cell i.

In terms of electrical circuits, G. (U,4 (0;) repxe-

sents the input-output charateristics of a non linear

amplifier with negligible response time.

In biological system, U, (action potential or

input of ith neuron) will lag behind Vj(output of Jth

neuron) of other cells because of the input capacitance

Ci of the cell membranes, the transmembrane resistance

R and the finite impedance T between the output V.
3 J

and the cell body of cell i.

19
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Thus the rate of change of U; (input to ith

neuron) can be described by the equation derived below.

As has been earlier seen that the input to a

neuron is from two sources

(1) from other neurons

(2) from external inputs

for (1) the output of jth neuron is connected to input

of ith neuron through conductance T, 4 (impedance e =
J J

l/Tij).

For (2) let I; denotes external input to ith neuron in

the form of current.

Then for input capacitance,ci of the cell membrane and

transmembrane resistance,Ri then rate of change of U; is

given by

C, (duy /dt) =%Tijvj = T/R TS (3, 1)

let G’li(Vi) be the inverse output-input relationship.

then U;=G™1 (V).

In egn. 3.1 Tijvj represents the eletrical current input

to cell i due to the present potential of cell j. Linear

summation of the inputs is assumed. In neural network

weights of both sign should occur.

20



Now egn.

circuit shown in the fig. 3.2.

3.1 also represents the electrical

Inverting amplifiers are there to provide

inhibitory signals.

Ryq

input line of neuron i,

The magnitude of T;.

while the sign of T..

i5 is l/Rij where

is the resistor connecting output of neuron j to the

iy is deter-

mined by the choice of the positive or negative amplifi-

er j at the connection site.

R; is then given by

1/Ry=1/x4 +§.1/Rij

where rj;

the total input capacitance of the

associated leads. Output impedance

assumed to be negligifile.With these

ig also valid for the fig. 3.2.

is the input resistance of amplifier i. C;

(3...2)

S

amplifier i and its

of the amplifier is

assumptions egn. 3.1

Now consider the guantity e

E = '1/2§’}Tijvivj *-LZ(I/Ri)JG‘i' (VMg law — EgMy === (3:3)

for symmetric T (matrtix fgrme%_by Tij)

E = -1/23V; [ET55 V3] +Z(1/R;) SG‘i(V)dv Py |

aB/at = -gav;/dc(zTyyvy - Uy iRy #Ig)=-= (3.5)

Using egn. 3.1 in egn. 3.5

21
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dE/dt = - %Ci(dUi/dt)(dVi/dt)——~ (3.86)

using the derivative of Vy = Gj (U3) w.r.t. t

and egn. 3.6 becomes

2dE/dt = '%CiGi'(Ui)(dUi/dt) == (2..7)

Since G; (U;) are monotonically increasing function

i.e. G'i(Ui)>0.

and ey are positive, for all i and also

(duy/dt) 2>=0.

Therefore we find that dE/dt<=0.

Together with the boundedness of E egn. 3.7

shows that the time evolution of system is a motion in a

state space that seeks out minima in E and comes to stop

at such points. And as such the system is convergent.

3.4Neural Network for.Linear Programming

The neural network for linear programming, based on the

Hopfields model, is developed below.

The linear programming problem can be stated as the

attempt to minimize the cost function, P.

22



Vn

A is an n dimensional vector of coefficients for n-variables

which are the components of V.

The minimization is to be accomplished sub-

ject to a set of m linear constraints among the varia-

bles.

Dj.V>=Bj, Y=l oo m

T
Dj = Dji

Djl E=1 o LW e N

where Dji are the coefficients in the jth constraint

eguation and Bj are the bounds for the constraint equa-

tions.

Hopfield proposed a circuit shown in fig. 3.3

for the specific case of two variables and four

constraints, which can be used to compute the solution

of this optimization problem, by variation of the

mathematical analysis done earlier.

23
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In the circuit of the fig.3.3 the n outputs

V; of the left hand side of the amplifiers will repre-

sent the values of the variables in =2e linear program-

ming problems. The components ofA(Al,LQ)are proportional

to the input currents fed into these amplifiers. The m

outputs (Zj) of the right hand set oZ amplifiers repre-

sents constraints satisfaction.As skown in the figure

the output(zj) of the jth amplifier on the right hand

side injects current into the inpuz lines of the Ny

variable amplifiers by an amount proportional to

—Dji,the negative of constraint coefficient for the ith

variable in the jth constraint equati=n.

Each of m Zj amplifiers ar= fed current pro-

portional to the 3jth bound constan:(Bj) and receive

input from the ith variable amplifier by an amount

proportional to Dji'

Each of V; amplifier has ax= input capacitance

C; and input resistor r; in paral-el,which connects

input to the ground.The input - output relationships of

the VvV, amplifiers are linearly characterised by a linear

function G; in the relationship Vi=G{?i). The Zj ampli-

fiers have the non linear input-output relation charac-

terized by the function
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zj=F(Uj), Uj=Dj.V-Bj

where F(x)=0,x>=0

F(x)=-x,%<0

This function provides for large positive values of

z: when the corresponding constraint it represents is
J

being violated.

Assuming that the response time of

amplifiers is negligible as compared to

&
the Vi

amplifiers,then the circuit equation of the wvariable

amplifiers can be written as

Cdu; /dt = —Ai—Ui/R-?Dj 1F (U5)

- _Ai-Ui/R-JsziF(Dj.v- :)
J

Now consider an energy function of the formP

E = (A.V)+3F (D4
J

I

.V-Bj)+ F1/R jc‘l(V) dv
-1

0

then the time derivative of E is

dE/dt = >LZ dv,/dt [Ui/R+A+2J Dj;f(D4.V-By)]

Where

f(x) = dF(x) /dx

Using the relation

Vi = Gy (Ui) with equations (3.8 and 3.9)

dE/dt=-2C;G' (U;) (AU/dt) 2
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Since Ci is positive ,G!' (U.i) 1is a positive monotone

increasig function

So dE/dt <= 0.

Thus the time evolution of the system is a motion in a

state space which seeks out a minima to E and stops.

3.5 Neural Network for resource allocation in farm plan-

nin

The majority of resource allocation problems in the farm

planning can be formulated as a linear programming

problems.Since the aim of the planning is to maximize

profits, the problem has been viewed as that of maximiz-

ing the returns subject to the availability of the

resources which serve as constraints.

Since maximizing the cost function,P, is

equivalent to minimizing -P, the neural network dis-

cussed in the previous section can be used for maximiza-

tion problem by changing the sign of the weights and

external inputs.the resultant network, shown, in the

fig. 3.4 can be used for this problem.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Defining The Problem

The problem, Artificial neural networks for resource

allocation in farm planning, is an optimization problem.

A neural network model for this problem is discussed in

the chapter 3. As was stated, the solution of the

problem is obtained by solving the differential equation

given by egn. 3.8 of chapter 3.

that is

telVaBa) ~= (4.1)
5] J

Equation 4.1 is modified form of equation 3.1. with sign

C;dv,/dt=-A,-Uy /R- % Dj;F (D

of weights reversed.

The numerical solution of the above equation can be

obtained numerically by the method given below.

now,

du; /dt can be written as A U/At

B8 U=Upey- Uo1g

taking Ug;4=Uj-

AU = UpeyUi

therefore, (Uan=Usld &€ =-Ui/(RiCi)—Ai/Ci—1/Ci

Zz D4iF(Dj.V-By)
3
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therefore,

Unew=[Ui(l'1/(RiCi))'Ai/ci'l/ci(§ DjiF(Dj.V—Bj))]dt

15

1ss21/ (RiCi) ’

then

Unew= [Ui—Ai/Ci-l/Ci ijiF(Dj .V-Bj )lde-- (4.2)

eqn. 4.2 gives the next predicted value of Uy

These values can be mapped by the linear function as

suggested by Hopfield to obtain the values of the varia-

bles V;s.Since for the physical problems the solution

must lie in the first quadrant, and for this solution

space the origin is the absolute minima,the mapping

function must pass through the origin and should be

linear.As such the mapping function so selected is

Vi=g*U; -- (4.73)

where g is gain.

Parameter g hastens the approach of the

solution. A provision'of gain varying from 1-10 is made.

To meet the condition that 1>>1/(R;C4), the values of Ry

and C; must be selected accordingly. The value of Ry is

taken as that predicted by (3.2) by taking internal

resistance of amplifier equal to that of the operational

amplifiers.While that of €; ds'taken ag 1.
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Another important parameter is time incre-

ment, dt. Its walue 18  important LIf it ds wery

small, the accuracy is more but time taken to reach the

solution is more,while if it is large,the probability of

stepping over the solution is more and the tolerance

limit as such must be kept high. A trade of is made

between the two extremes and thus the value of dt is so

selected that contribution of coefficient of cost func-

tion is to second decimal place.

The important steps that are involved in the

algorithm are

1. Read in the wvalues of coefficients(a;s) of the cost

function, P.

2. Read in the values of the coefficients(Djis) in the

constraints.

3. Calculate dt.

4. Evaluate U;s from egn.4.1.

5. Evaluate V;s from equation 4.2.

6. Evaluate the constraints violations using

zi=Dj.V—Ej.

J.set 2y i==-21 .

8. repeat steps 3-7 if the constraint violation are not

within the prescribed limits

else stop.
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4.2 Software

The software has been divided into the series of the

modules.The major steps that are performed are listed in

the previous section.The main flowchart illustrating the

essence of the problem is shown in fig.4.1.

The program begins by clearing all flags

and arrays to zero.The important arrays that are used

are

1. all for storing coefficients of cost function.A

provision for 7 variables is made.

2. d[l[] for storing coefficients and bounds for con-

straints. A provision for 7 constraints is made.

3. V][] for values of variables.

4. z[] for storing constraint violations.

The various functions written for this software are

given below

W : Function INTLZ ()

This function clears all the arrays and flags to zero.

The flow chart for this function is shown in Fig. 4l.2.

After this function, we read the number of variables, n,

and constraints, m.

4.2.2. : Function COEFFS ()

This function reads in the coefficients of the

cost function. The flow chart for this function is shown
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i Fig. 4.3

4.2.3 : Function COEFFSD()

This function reads in the coefficients and bounds

of the constraints. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.4 : Function CALDT ()

This function calculates the value of time incre-

ment dt. The flow chart for this function is shown in

Fig. 4.5.

4.2.5. Function CALT

This function calculates the values of U; and

V;. The flow chart for this function is shown in Fig.

4.2.6. Function CALZ()

This function calculates for constraint violation.

The steps are illustrated in flow chart shown in Fig.

4o

Finally the check for termination condition is done in

the main program.It is seen that if the constraint

violations are within the prescribed limit, the program

is termiated.The limit can be varied.In this case the

tolerance limit is set to .1.

4.2.7. User Interface

To facilitate the user a user friendly screen

procesing is done. This interface provides the folowing
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facilities.

T Seperate windows for entering the number of varia-

bles and constraints, coefficients of objective func-

tions, coefficients and bounds for constraints, and

results.

2% Editing functions, which includes facility to edit

already entered values.

3 Error messages for illegal entries.

4.2.8 Programing language

The entire software has been developed in C-

language. C offers following advantages

A Convenience of programing.

2. Well structured.

3. Generates fast codes.

4. Easy to understand and maintain.

5. Easy portability.

6. Close control over hardware.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Testing

The software so developed was tested for

a number of problems. The results obtained are dis-

cussed below

5.1.3. Consistent and bounded problem

For this class of problem the results ob-

tained were in close agreement with those obtained from

simplex method. An example is given below.

Maximize, Z= 12x1+15x2+14x%3

subject to

-x1+X2+0x3 <=0

0x1-x2+2x3 <=0

x1+x2+x3 <=100

solution using simplex method

X1l = 40

x2 = 40

X3 = 20

solutions obtained by this software

gain =11

x1l = 40.02

*x2 = 40.03
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x3 20.02

number of iterations = 10,039

gain = 10

x1l = 40.00

X2 = 40.02

HIs 19,99

number of iterations = 1401

The solutions obtained are in the close agreement with

those from the simplex method.

5:1.2. Two phase method problem :

The problem solved by two phase method in

linear programing, did not give consistant results when

solved by the single layer neural network. An example is

given below :

Maximize

Z = -2X1-3xX2=2x3+x4-X5.

Subject to constraints

3x1-3X2+4x3+2%x4-%x5 = 0

X1+xX2+x3+3x4+xX5 = 2

Results by two phase method

X1=x2=x%x3=0, x4=0.4, x5=0.8

Results by neural network

Number of iterations = 284

X1=x2=x3=0
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x4=0.48, x5=0.16

For this type of problems, it is suggested to use two

layer network. The first layer to minimize infeasibility

form and second layer to minimize or maximize the give objec-—

tive Function.

5.1.3 Problems with unbounded solution

A typical example of this problem is

Maximize Z=5z1+4x2

Subject to constraints

x1=2x2 <=1

xl+2x%2 »=3

5.1.4 Problems with no solution

For these porblems the neural networks outputs were

continuously varying. Example is

Z = 3x1+2x2

Subjected to constraints

—2x143%2 <= 9

3x1-2x2 < -20

To evolve a method for the elimination of problems

mention in section 5.1.3 & 5.1.4 by neural networks it is

suggested that the behaviour of neural network for these

types of problems should be future studied.

The software so developed is general, and could be

applied for the problems which are bounded and consistent.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

Artificial neural network marks the latest break through

in the field of computer science. Due to its similarity

with the functioning of the human brain, it offers the

advantage of learning,operating in the uncertain envi-

ronment and handling non linear functions.These features

make it attractive for applications to such biological

systems as agriculture.

The objective of this project was to

develop the artificial neural network based software for

resource allocation in the farm planning.

The problem of the resource

allocation in the farm planning was viewed as that of

maximizing the profits subjected to the availability of

the resources.

The software was developed in turbo-C envi-

ronment .
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It was tested for the number of problems .The

results obtained were in the close agreement with those

obtained from the simplex method.

6.2 Suggestions For The Further Scope of Work

1. Hopfield based model can be implementd using hard-

ware.As such this work can form basis for the devel-

opment of small handheld type computer for farmer.

2.The problem can be extended for the unbounded and

inconsistent conditions.

3.Further work can be done for assignment and trasporta-

tion problem in farm planning.

6.3 Conclusion

Artificial neural network based model for resource

allocation in farm planning is developed.The results

obtained were satisfactory.
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